OS Detailers Have an Updated Contact Report:
In-rate shore assignments are extremely limited...Recruiting duty is a great OS career milestone! Make more money; Get an NEC (9585); Get out of Fleet Concentration Areas! Find out more eligibility requirements and a list of Recruiting Districts not advertised on CMS-ID here: http://www.public.navy.mil/BUPERS-NPC/ENLISTED/DETAILING/SHORESPECIALPROGRAMS/RECRUITING/Pages/default.aspx

OS Detailers Have an Updated Contact Report: pt2
Enhance your Career Today and make $$$! We need motivated Operation Specialists for Recruit Division Commander. Find out more about the benefits and opportunities here: http://www.public.navy.mil/bupers-npc/enlisted/detailing/shorespecialprograms/Pages/RDC.aspx

OS Detailers Have an Updated Contact Report: pt3
Take the helm of your Career! Contact your Operations Specialist Detailer today:
- E7-E9 Detailer OSCM Sims jack.c.sims@navy.mil
- E5 Detailer (ATL) OSC MASSON louis.masson@navy.mil
- E5 Detailer (PAC) OS1 CACCHIOTTI ralph.cacchiotti@navy.mil

As we all know, Operations Specialist is an extremely sea intensive rating. Due to the sea intensive nature of our rate, in-rate shore assignments are extremely limited. The Enlisted Community Manager (ECM) recommends both Recruiting and RDC duty for a successful OS career milestone. An eligible OS approaching (9) month negotiation window is highly encouraged to consider nomination for Recruiting and/or RDC duty. Shore Special Programs are extremely career enhancing and provide unique opportunities for Operations Specialists to broaden their career experience. Recruiting and RDC tours are the ultimate in Sailorization tours and enjoy high advancement rates.

RECRUITING DUTY (NEC 9585)

BENEFITS:
- Assignment to locations outside of Fleet Intensive areas (based on district availability).
- Special Duty Assignment Pay (SDAP) of $450.00 per month.
- Recruiting Command Advancement Program (RCAP).
- Specialized Training in highly marketable skills (Sales, Counseling, Management)

The NPC web page maintains eligibility requirements and a list of available Recruiting Districts that are not advertised on CMS-ID: http://www.public.navy.mil/BUPERS-NPC/ENLISTED/DETAILING/SHORESPECIALPROGRAMS/RECRUITING/Pages/default.aspx

-------------------------------------------

RECRUIT DIVISION COMMANDER (RDC) (NEC 9508)

BENEFITS:
- Special Duty Assignment Pay (SDAP) of $450.00 per month.
- Additional Annual Clothing Allowance.
- Uniform Dry Cleaning Services.
- Master Training Specialist (MTS) certification opportunity.
- Guaranteed choice of coast for follow on assignment (upon completion of tour).
- Advancement rates nearly double the Navy average to CPO and SCPO.
- Recruit Training Service Ribbon.
- Meritorious advancement program.

The NPC web page maintains eligibility requirements and a list of available Recruiting Districts that are not advertised on CMS-ID:  
http://www.public.navy.mil/bupers-npc/enlisted/detailing/shorespecialprograms/Pages/RDC.aspx

Contact your Operations Specialist Detailer for more information.
- E7-E9 Detailer OSCM Sims jack.c.sims@navy.mil
- E5 Detailer (ATL) OSC MASSON louis.masson@navy.mil
- E5 Detailer (PAC) OS1 CACCHIOTTI ralph.cacchiotti@navy.mil